Karol Kozlowski, the artist of these paintings, was born in Poland and came to America in 1913. He lived in Queens, NY and worked eight hours a day, seven days a week, as a fire cleaner - "a tough, hot, steamy, and dirty" job. After work, he painted.

Create your own 3D version of a Karol Kozlowski painting. Color, cut, and assemble the pieces inspired by his paintings *The Estate*, *The Cattskill Mountains*, *Ladycliff Academy*, and *Paris No. 2* on the following pages.

**Ladycliff Academy**
Gift of Martha Lamarque Sarno in honor of her father, Abril Lamarque, 1991.102.4

**The Cattskill Mountains**
Brooklyn, New York, 1935-1945
Gift of Lita M. Elvers in honor of her father, Abril Lamarque, 1991.102.2

**The Estate**
Brooklyn, New York, 1960-1962
Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Abril Lamarque, 1980.102.1

**Paris No. 2**
Brooklyn, New York, 1945-1960
Gift of Lita M. and Walter B. Elvers in honor of her father, Abril Lamarque, 2007.102.1
How to make a paper stand

1. Cut Stand Out
   Cut along “cut” lines, including the inner slits.

2. Fold Tabs Up
   Fold tabs up along the fold lines.

3. Place Object
   Place a paper object into cut slits of the folded tabs.

Follow us on Facebook @ArtMuseumsofCWF and share your paper village with #ArtMuseumsCW